Cub Scout Aquatics

Hosted by

Information

- Any Tiger, Wolf, or Bear scout can sign up for Cub Scout Aquatics for Tiger Floats and Boats, Wolf Spirit of the Water, or Bear Salmon Run.
- Pool Class at Perry Natatorium in Massillon, OH.
- Cost $7.50 prior to event day/$15.00 at event.
- Registration Information at www.crew820bsa.com/registration! If you have any question email Crew820BSA@gmail.com

Schedule

*Please note that this class may end earlier than scheduled!

12/12/21 5:30P to 8:00P – Tiger Elective Adventure: Floats and Boats – Water Safety Chant, Buddy/Buddy Game, Safely Help Someone, Water Safely/Blow your Breath/Prone Glide, & Fasten Life Jacket

12/12/21 5:30P to 8:00P – Wolf Elective Adventure: Spirit of the Water – Water Pollution, Conserve Water, Why Swimming is Good Exercise, Safety Rules before Swimming/Boating, & Jump into Water Swim 25 Feet or More.

12/12/21 5:30P to 8:00P – Bear Elective Adventure: Salmon Run – Importance Response Personnel/Buddy System Works, Go Swimming, Safety Rules before Boating, Safety Equipment for Boating, Reach/Throw Rescue, & Swimming Ability Groups.

Aquatic Opportunities/Activities

Crew 820 BSA offers a variety of opportunities/activities please see reverse side for other programs!